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The Monthly Observations
for August 2021

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “August 2021”. They profile this month’s
energetic rhythms and link to this year’s forecast. They aim to help you learn and process spiritual
and energetic life. Implicit in this are intuitive and invisible dimensions. Insights about collective
rhythms can be useful when life’s challenging. They help us link back into the big picture – what’s
truly real (and really true!) universally.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

In case you missed this on the Home Page...
Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, video, phone and email consultations.
Every format is just as effective. To book or ask a question, get in contact here.
pski… I only access email on Monday to Friday mornings. Call or sms for a faster reply.

“AUGUST”S NUMBERS
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are the
main numbers followed by my Observations.
This Month’s Chart
each year

in 2021

8

2029/4

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point

17/8

112/4

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

25/7

2141/8

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again

“August 2021”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count.
Examining a chart from this angle can help us understand what’s going on. It doesn’t, in itself,
signal “good” or “bad” (life often delivers a mix). What we can find initially jarring often promotes
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better existence. A count like this can help us process and make sense of things. When a number
presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

2

9

8

-

3

4

1

2

3

2

Let’s look closer at this…..

“August”s birth numbers are “8” and “2029/4”
it’s due to hone visions and get frameworks right
Such dynamics are often fostered when “8”s and “4”s combine. Life is naturally wired to help self
attract, manifest, experience good. Egoic self, dogma and theories can obscure this sort of view.
“2021” is here to boost change as healthy, wholesome, spiritual. Bearing three “5”s, some of that
will come about through stretching. Like that yoga pose that first hurts, “5” wants us accessing great
to next levels. This month could be a time that helps mind muscles relax. “8” denotes recipes
perfected; no missing bits. “4” represents building well. Do you sense how both vibes target
“ingredients”? What do you build with your affirmations, methods, models, thoughts, moods? All
numbers point to silent dynamics. What mind interacts with shapes what comes next. It’s a server
that emits instructions. Don’t be surprised if “August” highlights such things.
“8” is an active vibration. A few of them see lives busy. Alongside “5”, it adds to momentum
physically and invisibly. “8”s and “5”s can load existence with more stuff to process. This can emerge
as a louder sense of tension, urgency, push, stress. Reality is an energetic realm, not just a tangible
scape. Moods, states and thoughts constantly flow, shaping responses and what is sensed. It goes
without saying: people work best when not so pressured. Yet wavelengths like this push self beyond
perceived limits. This year wants “5” – self birthing into more possibility. Egoic mind pegs itself in.
There’s always more of what’s right and perfect.
“2029” flags position – the stances we take, aware or not. “2” denotes relating, sharing and,
therefore, relativities. Comparison and sensing sideways can feature as lessons in “2”. Spiritual
connection is best had upwards. “2” can ask people to release energetic links. This needn’t mean
rejection of others. We’re all each here to sense our own way. This can involve the release of
dependence. A freeing of space to intuit well. This tends to bloom with an upward focus. Through
this, self’s assured of the best downloads. Source is amazing in how it guides people to stand with
others solid and true. Rhythms like these may become loud(-er) as this month unfolds around you.
“2029” will also help us merge then space out to process stuff. Sydney-siders and others in lockdown are being helped along these lines. That’s not making light of restriction but upsides exist even
here. The trick is to look straight through the nothing so as to help good shifts begin. Negative
nothing is an illusion, one that can hurt and stress at times. There’s no need to dismiss hardship as
easy, imagined or punishment. Easy to say from safety, this remains the spiritual prompt. Silence
and lack are not constant especially when we remember this. They’re “simply” what’s occurring
now. The next second could be different. The less we project negative thoughts, the more
stuckness tends to shift. Easy to say, yet one of self’s roles is to welcome newness in. That requires
an emptying of things which might fill the delivery dock. Everything starts on the energetic level.
Thoughts and feelings can boost or block flow. Deliveries can’t be had too smoothly if space is
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clogged with negative vibes. We’re energetic emitters and channels; thoughts/affirmations act as
guiding rails. Exercise, time-out and balance process lack. “2029” is sure to guide you well.
“9” appears in this month’s birth number. It speaks of closure at any time. It flags the end of certain
dynamics, especially ones that don’t do self any favours. Here, too, is a message re thought waves
and the need to mentor them. Being human means ups and downs; moments of bog then clarity.
That’s just life. Constancy’s unreal. What matters is whether we let ourselves try. Rolling can
sometimes feature but needn’t mean failing in life. “5”s and “8”s want success which, sometimes,
involves toughening up. That might relate to physical muscles but, more often than not, it points to
self-support. “You can do it!” is “5”s catch-cry. “August” could flag this louder for you. We often
succeed via some rough tracks. That is just life. Don’t give up on you.

My Clearing Cards® help self back to core
Life flows best when we choose to release egoic rhythms
consciously. There is no such thing as coincidence, especially in
spiritual realms. There are 80 Clearing Cards® to a set, each
offering two levels of message. Either or both can help you shift; discover and intuit
more. Life reveals heaps when we relax; focus on breath; and give life the space to
wholistically inform. To purchase or read more about my Clearing Cards®, go through
to my Shop or click here.

This month’s M.O.s are “17/8” and “112/4”
“8” and “4” are repeating here!
Notice such things because this reinforces statements made above. Repetition inflames dynamics –
e.g. themes around success, growth and building well. “4” represents self’s launchpad; ensuring
we’re maintaining that well. Rockets, projects, require good groundwork. A solid, healthy future
calls for sound frameworks. “4” is the phase self gets everything in place. It can audit plans and
habits to help life play out as best it can. Life wants success on every level. We’re all still learning
what this means. After hundreds of years, the invisible realm’s only now in sound view. Gut feel –
i.e. soul’s barometer – intuitively guides us all to truth. Physical, immediate cues can mislead.
Through what is sensed, self is guided healthily.
The M.O. flags how we are likely to embrace and channel the birth states more. The birth number
flags what life is seeking as a spiritual goal. “17/8” and “112/4”, this month, will guide selves to
better “8” and “2029/4”. It’s the how in things that often wakes self up; rattles its cages; helps us be
truer. “1” and “7” could target self’s stances. “7”, said elsewhere, wants us learning practically. This
goes with that; those things don’t fit well…. you might find yourself making such statements. “7” is
learn, teach and share wisdom. Through this, we end up more sturdy and certain.
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**************

clearings, healings & meditations over video or phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that
stun us – often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune
into what’s been happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you
can revisit the guidance you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
You can read reviews about me here
**************

“August”s reality numbers are “25/7” and “2141/8”
more repetition: clarity and hitting target will feature
Learning how to grow anything of value always involves mucking things up. We’re here as souls to
channel wisdom as an offering and guiding line. Zones like “Aug ‘21” can enervate. “4”, “7” and “8”
also feature in this part of this month’s chart. Energetic themes I’ve outlined above could, therefore,
grow louder. The reality number denotes the end states self is due to foster as s/he embraces the
birth number and M.O. states. We don’t always flow well with life; some days, we argue or wrestle
with it. No number speaks of certain outcomes. What manifests flows from choice. This month
might merely flag what we’re to grow (not, so much, see it manifest). Numbers denote lessons and
achievements. Both sides of life can guide us well. We often have to get a few things before creating
what’s really stable. “August” is due to help people fathom their “how” to the next degree.
“25/7” says that, via relating and adapting, wisdom will flow. “5” represents evolution and the need
to be flexible. Tolerance, forgiveness, patience, forbearance also emerge when “5” features. Such
dynamics, of course, play a key role in relationship. This month’s numbers are active and passive,
suggesting a time for action and reflection. We often wise up as we interact. This month’s profile
speaks of more awareness. Waking up is a “4” hallmark; perfection a part of “8”. This month could
guide you into such states. “2”s and “1”s stay at high levels. That’s just the drill in the “202-“s.
They’re evenly matched, this month, so inclusion could become a stronger feel. We’ll arrive at more
wholistic “succeeding” (“8”) through “7”s, “5”s and “4”s. Remember, this year wants people shifting
and rebirthing in meaningful ways. “8” denotes the moment we break out having attained a real-life
desire. Life can go off whenever that moment resonates with universal goals.
Collectively, this month, we’re master-number-free. This may not apply to your personal chart. It
signals a, somehow, gentler time no matter the size of any waves that unfold. Trust in “5” as a year
and chapter. It’s here to help you sense and birth your future well. That can involve hairy moments
but, through them, we strengthen resolve. Egoic self is short-sighted. It always predicts out of
ignorance. We’ve no idea of all that can come next. Challenge only comes to help you beyond “I
can’t” and “Life won’t”. Doors only stay shut because life wants you knocking on better ones. Be
present. Breathe to grow goodness. This “August” seems determined to help selves receive as
partners with life. The more we get out of pushing, selling, making, the more life tends to flow as we
know/sense it can. Practise this by respecting your time-out. Meditate to clear. Process tension.
This month could help you connect more divinely as a practical, physical soul.
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What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and
last birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your
personal chart. Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition
through all sorts of things. They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can
occur when we do this.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from 5 August to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s
Metaphysical Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first
Thursday of every month. We offer free mini-readings so feel free to email your date of birth and
question or topic to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. If you miss “August”s Show, we’ll
save your questions for “September”. The program likes to be interactive and your details
aren’t used for any other purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thursday 5th at threedradio.com
from 9pm, Adelaide (South Australia) time or revisit this page to listen to it from
Monday 9th.
microphone image kindly supplied by gustavofer74 at
pixabay.com

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
use breath to access longer-term views
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